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Abstract: As individuals develop more established, they 

depend more vigorously upon outside help for wellbeing 

evaluation and medicinal consideration. The present medicinal 

services foundation in later society is broadly viewed as lacking to 

address the issues of an undeniably more established populace. 

One arrangement, called maturing set up, is to guarantee that the 

older can live securely and autonomously in their own homes for 

whatever length of time that conceivable. For accomplishing this 

reason the Automatic medicine reminders were included. 

Programmed automatic medicine reminder is a mechanical 

methodology which makes a difference individuals age set up by 

ceaselessly giving medicinal information. The usage of 

Information and Communication Technologies in the drug stores 

in the course of the most recent decades has involved the 

likelihood of utilizing robotized choice emotionally supportive 

networks creating cautions to push drug specialists to distinguish 

drug related issues while apportioning medicines [1]. The old and 

debilitated are regularly endorsed a few prescriptions each with 

shifting times, for example, measurements sums and times to be 

taken. Adapting to their current condition is now sufficiently 

troublesome without being loaded with monitoring distinctive 

drugs and their dosages. A few items have endeavored to tackle 

this ever developing issue, yet just the medicine reminder has 

made standard progress. It is a lot of compartments each with 

multi day of the week on it. It requires the client consistently to 

stack the right medicine at the right time into its every day holder. 

This framework is excessively dependent upon the client. 

Regardless of whether the prescription is stacked accurately the 

client still needs to make sure to take the prescription. The 

Automated Medication Reminder System (AMRS) will altogether 

enhance the pill take care of by administering to five 

extraordinary prescriptions, cautioning the client when to take 

their pills through both sound what's more, visual alerts, showing 

the medicine timings, and showing the drug names [2]. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Patients and senior citizens need to take various meds to 

manage their ailments. Monitoring these prescriptions is 

very oppressive and can be hazardous. Our task will 

endeavor to help these individuals in taking the right 

measurements at right times. The computerized restorative 

container framework will have capacity to remind patient at 

different times in a day. It will caution the client to take the 

medicine through sound and visual alerts. These cautions 

will go off at an opportunity to take the prescription 

modified by the client [3].  
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Computerized drug administering frameworks give social 

insurance offices with cutting edge, adaptable frameworks 

that assistance guarantee understanding wellbeing by 

empowering social insurance experts to lessen drug 

mistakes, screen, and control drug administering. 

Computerized administering frameworks additionally help 

clinics consent with The Joint Commission and other 

administrative guidelines, adequately catch charges, 

decrease nursing managerial time, and at last improve quiet 

consideration [4]. 

II. COMPONENTS AND THEIR SPECIFICATIONS: 

II. A.  Arduino Nano 

The Arduino Nano is particularly like the Arduino UNO. 

They utilize a similar Processor (Atmega328p) and 

consequently the two of them can have a similar program 

[5]. One major distinction between both is the size UNO is 

twice as large as Nano and thus consumes more space on 

your undertaking. Additionally, Nano is breadboard cordial 

while Uno isn't. To program a Uno you need regular USB 

link where with respect to Nano you will require a little 

USB link.  

 

Figure 1: Arduino Nano 

II. B. LCD interfacing 

We utilized 16*2 LCD modules in our task which is  

associated with Arduino UNO through a LCD interface IC 

or straightforwardly to its address and information transport 

and few control pins. LCD demonstrates the present time 

and date which RTC sends the information to LCD module.  

II. C. RTC module 

We utilized Tiny RTC module which utilizes I2C 

convention and it is helpful in our task. RTC module has 

inner CMOS cell so it doesn't needs outside power supply to 

refresh time and date [7].  
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II. D. Buzzer 

Buzzer will ring at legitimate time when pills must be taken.  

III. CONSTRUCTION 

We used Arduino NANO in system. At the time we set, 

buzzer will rang .After some time system once again starts 

generating loud sound and forces the user to take pills again. 

IV. WORKING ANALYSIS 

The least complex analysis was made utilizing this 

framework. This framework is utilized to give the data about 

the correct dose of drug at ideal time as recommended in the 

remedy. At first the information that is the name of drug and 

timetable of medication can be entered by the administrator 

of the framework or can even update the framework himself. 

The present time and date can be followed utilizing RTC. 

For instance the dose time is 11 am and prescription name is 

headache medicine as recommended by the specialist. The 

patient just needs to go to the administrator who will refresh 

the ARDUINO agreeing t the remedy and give it to the 

tolerant.Their is refresh for time in hour, minute and second 

as per solution and the name of drug should be refreshed in 

the program [6]. After culmination of the procedure the 

yield gadget that is caution framework and show framework 

will get alert. As indicated by the time entered the signal 

will give a blare and the LCD will show the name of 

medication.  

 

Figure 2: Medicine Remainder System Setup 

V. FAVOURABLE FACTORS 

Cost effective:  

Our item cost is reasonable contrast with other item 

accessible in market. Easy to use. Patient can set time table 

of drug independent from anyone else.  

Profoundly dependable:  

Great in quality and execution; ready to be trusted for 

patients and seniority individuals.  

Give solace and wellbeing:  

Agreeable for seniority individuals and give sound life to 

patients who are consistently take drugs.  

Durable:  

The item can be utilized for long time.  

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Results acquired demonstrates that the framework capacities 

appropriately. An activity and the executives programming 

has been intended to control the timings of medicines. The 

framework's application can be changed without changing 

the equipment segments of the controller circuit. Because of 

its simplicity, compact usage ability and cost effectiveness 

proves as a major advantage in this research which is been 

achieved. This makes our framework adaptable and ready to 

develop in what's to come. 
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